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SEVEN

AMNESTY

The Mekong River Dam Project was only the first of two never-disclosed incidents that led
me to break with the CIA and SOG. It's confusing, I know, but the war was confusing. This
second incident took place in Laos.

By an-under-the-table agreement between the United States and North Vietnam, we—here
I mean SOG—weren't allowed anymore to call in air strikes on Hanoi's troop concentrations
and munition build-ups in North Vietnam, Laos, Cambodia and other places. Officially they
weren't there. And officially we hadn't been interdicting them. Now we could only observe,
observe, mind you, until they crossed over into South Vietnam free as you please. That
unholy policy was costing thousands of regular American soldiers their lives.

So I stopped answering SOG's radio transmissions and did it my way. I'm five hundred
miles behind enemy lines, but I don't need their air support. I could steal anything I needed
from the enemy to keep my Montagnard army supplied.

All this time the Hanoi delegates to the Paris Peace Talks are accusing the Americans of
breaking the agreement. “You're still destroying our troops and munitions outside of South
Vietnam.”

“Absolutely not,” the Americans protested.
Then it dawned on some people: “Upchurch! He's not missing in action.”
This was where Colonel Roger Pezzelle was forced to step into the picture. He had no

choice. He sent in two hit teams after me, only to have them disappear in the jungle, one by
one. Then reaching back in history, wielding all his power and influence, Roger came up with
something that was rarely done. . . .

[Music is everything. To get the full impact of  the mission that follows, you could stop
here and, after taking in my short introduction, listen to the Turkish Martial Drumbeat
Song. Again, follow the instructions at top of page.]

- - -
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The silver dart cruising near the lower edge of space in the moonlight was no more than a
white dot lost among the stars. The X-15 pilot, one of Colonel Chuck “The Right Stuff”
Yeager's boys, supremely confident he was immune to radar and visual detection, sipped
coffee from a Thermos bottle as Cambodia and then Thailand slipped by under him.

At 4:06 A.M. over northern Laos, a computer turned on the muted red warning light inside
the vacuum cold, pitch-black belly compartment of the supersecret spy plane. The
compartment had been stripped of its electronic gear and cameras, allowing it to carry up to
three human spies. This time just one. Basically a rocket with wings, there were only four X-
15s in existence at the time.

Twenty-eight-year-old Special Forces Staff Sgt. Robert Shrag braced himself for the
jarring explosion that would dump him out the trapdoor into the freezing stratosphere 52,000
feet up, ten miles high. He was sitting on common supermarket waxed paper, the only
material that would instantly release him from the metal floor. In his electrically heated
insulated suit, visor helmet, oxygen mask, combat gear and parachutes, he looked like a
grotesque Pillsbury Doughboy. Everything he had on, weapons included, was immune to
radar, or gave such a slight signature as to be insignificant. His knees were drawn up to his
chest, arms locked tightly around them, gloved hands curled into fists. The front parachute
snug under his chin . . .

. . . 7 . . . 6 . . . 5 . . . Shrag counted backward with the pilot over the intercom . . . 3 . . . 2 .
. . 1 . . . pow! pow! the two 40mm cannon shells operating the rams exploded, popping open
the hinged trapdoor.

Facing forward, Shrag slid out backwards into the full fury of the 350-mile-per-hour wind,
the speed the X-15 was loafing at. A split second after the trapdoor snapped shut, he became a
vibrating mass of flesh and bone hurtling through an invisible wall of  concrete. He drew
himself up into an even tighter ball, taking on the challenge of maintaining his balance. No
space-age gyroscopic wizardry could've prevented such an unstreamlined form as a human
body from spinning wildly out of control. Only mind and indomitable will could.

This delivery system dreamed up by the boys in an Agency lab was just one more
experiment using SFs as human guinea pigs. Howard had done twenty-seven of these jumps,
the last ten on missions, giving the method thumbs down. Too dangerous and complicated.  A
friend had his brains irreversibly scrambled and there had been one death.

"The war of the labs," the SFs said scornfully, and kept volunteering.
Taking a quick sighting on the rocket plane before it disappeared from sight, Shrag lined

himself up. Time enough later to check the compass on his wrist. The incredible pounding his
body was taking lasted eleven seconds; and then safely and miraculously reaching the eerie
calm of terminal velocity, with only the singing silence in his ears, he gracefully transformed
his body into a glider, soaring down . . . down . . . down . . . the luminous curvature of the
earth vanishing from sight as he dropped into total darkness; then the darkness gave way to
deep shades of purple and blue . . . creation,  I'm in the world again, he thought thankfully.

Mountainous jungles were forming in the moonlight. High up on one of the mountains a
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North Vietnamese Army officer stepped out of the radar shack to take a smoke just as Shrag
soared by unseen. Below Shrag, the silvery thread winding through the valleys turned into a
ghostly river that snaked back on itself. . . .

Checkpoint Fox and tracking.
Three minutes after ejection and fourteen miles down his glide path, at 2,000 feet, Shrag

swung his hands up, palms out, braking to a stall. Below him, just as the aerial photos had
promised, was a large clearing in the jungle shaped like a Schlitz trapezoid logo.

Dead on target!
Dropping like a stone, Shrag waited until he was just below the triple canopy forest before

pulling the ripcord. Fuck it, he had thought. Go for it. The surrounding dense foliage muffled
the chute's explosive cccccack! Above the trees, the sound would've echoed for miles across
the ridges and valleys. Thunder? Maybe to unfriendly ears, but he couldn't count on it. He
hadn't swung more than two and a half times in the shroud lines before his boots smacked the
solid ground.

"Beat that, Robbie the Bird!" Shrag cried silently, exultantly, feeling like Superman. Under
the harrowing circumstances, he figured his feat was just as good as Robbie. Hell, better.
Something he could crow about later down the road with the assholes in the club.

Robbie the Bird, possessor of supernatural depth perception, could pop his chute at the
very last millisecond, barely completing one swing of the lines before his boots touched the
ground. An unheard of feat no one could dare match. With the earth rushing up at you with
terrifying speed, stones, branches, and twigs coming into sharp focus, uh-uh, no thank you,
ma'am.

The day would come when Robby would rattle a visiting high-ranking officer so badly
with his death-defying stunt that the officer would bring charges against him for endangering
government property, Robby being the property. All Howard's vaunted powers of persuasion
couldn't move the officer; and Robby, with not that many years left before retirement, was
unceremoniously kicked out of the Special Forces. A soldier deserving of a dozen CMHs if
he had been regular army instead of SOG and working for the CIA.

"Unbelievable," Howard said. "Unbelievable. If I could remember the officer's name, we'd
use it. Give him all the credit he deserves. But I can't. For the most part, name and dates and
faces are a blur to me. They don't mean nothing. What's important are people. And what they
did."

Panicky, Shrag struggled out of his bulky clothes. "Awww god," he moaned, taking a long
and glorious leak that was burning his insides up. "Better'n a piece of ass in Hong Kong."

Zipping up, he suddenly grew conscious of the dark Laotian jungle around him, the
immensity of it, the incessant drone of billions of insects, and he didn't feel quite like
Superman anymore. Rather, he was just another scared shit-faced SF doing his job; retirement
so far-fetched a concept for him as to be non-existent. He hurried off the LZ, scooping up his
clothes and collapsed chute on the way.

After burying the stuff in some brush, Shrag gave himself a few minutes to relax. Looking
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up through an opening in the tree branches, he saw an aquamarine ring around the crescent
moon. Above it, Venus sparkled like the star of Bethlehem on a Christmas card. A familiar
and comforting sight for a Special Forces mercenary whose home was the whole earth.

He put on his night vision goggles and, in the shimmering green light, began stringing a
silent alarm wire in a five-yard-radius around a large tree. Beetles and a few disturbed moths
glistened in the photon-enhanced light. Satisfied with the job, he crawled over to the tree,
inserted the wire earphone in his ear, and tried to get some sleep. Two epoxy grenades and a
ceramic pistol lay in his lap. He kept his rucksack on for instant flight.

Two weeks out, bobbing along a trail early one morning, Shrag saw a rotting skull floating
in the light ground fog. A gook head impaled on a stake. Then another one. And another.
And still more. Spooky things, like so many mileposts along a U.S. interstate highway.

I've found him, Shrag thought, elated. Upchurch playing with their minds.
Separate their heads from their bodies and they'll never get into Buddha heaven. Scare the

shit outta any NVA patrols or Khmer Rouge guerrillas. Jesus, Shrag suddenly thought, I
better get off the trail. Howard won't kill me, will he? Now it was "Howard," not Church,
when it got real personal. He moved  quickly into the trees . . .

. . . and stumbled into a horde of Montagnard warriors decked out in neat communist
uniforms. Sprinkled among them were other young warriors in loincloths. A disciplined lot,
he thought immediately, not at all surprised. These were Howard's people.

 The 'Yards were armed extravagantly, with everything from AK-47 assault rifles, RPG
rocket launchers and Chinese mortars, down to crossbows and spears. And there was a
communication section with drums, nothing better for use in the mountains. And there's
probably a tank or two hidden somewhere, Shrag thought wryly. I wouldn't put it past
Howard. Suddenly a groan escaped him. This wasn't the way I planned it. You're supposed to
be observing them first, dummy.

It would've been all over for Shrag if he hadn't recognized one of the 'Yards. "Hello, E
Kip," he said with forced casualness, as if they were both back at CCC. "It's a good day."

E Kip Benya had been Howard's point man on R.T. Maine for four years. Shrag spoke in
choppy Vietnamese, the language common to both of them. Only a handful of SFs could
speak the unwritten Montagnard language. Montagnard in French meant mountain people.

"We drum talk to Dowee. See about you," E Kip said. "You have smoke?" Dowee meant
something like “captain.” They had no name for “chief.”

"Yeah. Number one  smokes for Dowee,” Shrag said.
He shrugged off his rucksack and dug out the carton of Marlboros he'd brought along for

Howard.  E Kip smiled politely and accepted a pack.

They'd been moving for six days. Surrounded by warriors, naked except for his skivvies
and boots, Shrag stopped partway up the slope and cocked an ear . . .

"Howard ?”
Somewhere high up on the mountain a tape recorder had come on full blast, with Howard
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singing over and over, "'Well, well, look who's here. I haven't seen you in many a year. If I'd
known you was acoming I'd ah baked a cake, baked a cake, baked a cake . . .”

"Dowee," E Kip grinned. "Music box. American trick." All these years and still it was a
trick to him.

The air was much cooler now. After a while the music stopped. Unburdened by his heavy
rucksack, Shrag was breathing as easily as the tireless 'Yards, who were carrying 120 pounds
of rompin', stompin' hell on their backs. For the most part, the 'Yards were no more than 16-
year-olds; middle-aged for a people who lived to be about thirty-five.

Finally they topped a rise, which leveled off into a plateau, and there before Shrag,
camped out under a pristine hard-wood forest, was the phantom army that was holding the
world at bay. A thousand or more warriors and their families living under the trees in
thatched shelters and lean-to's. No undergrowth to speak of and no human litter anywhere.
Skinned baby baboons, arrayed in rows, were hanging from branches, looking for all the
world like human babies. Women with children tending the fire pits gazed at Shrag as he
went by. For all these people had been through—were going through, there was a certain
degree of calmness in the air, Shrag thought. Dowee was among them. Dowee loves us.
Dowee has much pow pow to kill the commies. Drive them from our mountains.

Yeah, Shrag thought pensively. Howard loves you. You just don't know how much. You're
his life. His whole world.

Under an open-sided thatched shelter two stripling girls with palm fronds were fanning
Howard, who was sitting cross-legged on a mound of earth.  Down in front of him was a large
clay jar of rice wine, with a long drinking straw snaking out of it. He was wearing his
ceremonial Montagnard black jacket and pants, put on for the occasion.

"Hey, Howard. Nice of you to give me porters. Sorry if I forgot to wear a tie,” Shrag said
in greeting. “They told me that you'd gone insane. But I see you're the same old drunk I've
ever known."

"How was the ride, Shrag?"
"What ride?"
"The Four A.M. Express."
"You can't know that."
"At four o'clock in the morning the enemy's mental and metabolic functions are at their

lowest," Howard said, reciting a lab psychologist's report. "We recommend going in with no
more than 60 percent moonlight or less than 30 percent. Enough light to see by, but not too
much."

"Hell, the moon is like that half the time. You're bluffing."
"How about reading your mind, Shrag. Like we always could with each other.  Hmmm?"
"Bullshit, Howard. . . Oh," Shrag said, noticing where Howard was looking. A warrior was

coming up carrying Shrag's exotic gear.
Howard shrugged.  "Hey, bro, it's good to see you."
He got up and they clasped hands hard and hugged, tonguing each other sloppily in the left
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ear, murmuring, "You sweet motherfucker." The SF greeting among old friends. Bobbi, a
voluptuous Barbie doll and Howard's European gypsy wife, could never get over that. She
thought they were all queers.

"Can I relax now or do you want to examine my teeth and asshole for gizmos?” Shrag
said. “It's been a long time. Two years? We might've come up with something new you don't
know."

"True. True,” Howard came back. “Why don't we just get you a whole new wardrobe and
send your old one bye-bye. They could've planted a satellite bug in your rifle stock. Maybe in
your belt buckle. You'd never know." You would never know: innocent until proved
otherwise.

"They got those, Howard? I didn't know that."
"You're not supposed to. I taught you everything you know. But I haven't taught you

everything I know."
"You didn't."
Howard smiled enigmatically. "Take off your boots too, bro."
"Sorry I mentioned this," Shrag said, and began unlacing them.
Shrag was an assassin's assassin, cool beyond belief, with bland features that nobody could

remember. Howard, on the other hand, had been a paranoidal wreck when he and Shrag
worked together in the Phoenix Program. One time a Saigon taxi driver looked at him queerly
and he had the man turn into an alley, where he shot him in the head “just to be sure." When
they learned that some of the officials in the Saigon government were putting innocent
merchants they owed money to on the assassination list, he and Shrag dropped out of the
program.

"Aww fuck! Fuck!" Howard exploded, in a low voice.
A red-and-white crushed Marlboro carton—obviously very empty—had fallen out of

Shrag's rucksack while the warrior was putting it on the ground. At Howard's outburst, the
warrior looked up questioningly. “Nothing, nothing,” Howard said gently, waving him off.
Then he said fuck again. Picked up the empty carton and sniffed it. Pouting.

"They're your children, not mine," Shrag said, stepping out of his boots. "Here. I hate to
see a grown man cry." Running his fingers through his thick dark hair, he came out with three
very beautiful Marlboro cigarettes. "American trick," he cracked, and handed them over.

Speechless, Howard put one of the cigarettes in his mouth. Lit it. "Ohhh fuck that's good,"
he said, exhaling with a connoisseur's appreciation. The coarse NVA cigarettes hadn't been
cutting it for a long, long time. "I take back every sorry thing I ever said about you, Shrag."

While Shrag was putting on Hanoi communist khakis, shirt and boots, like old home week
to him, Howard was saying harshly, "You got too close to me, Shrag. I'll have to move my
camp now." Operating in an area as large as the continental United States, Howard considered
eighty or so miles way too close.

"Maybe not, Howard."
Shrag had brought him an offer of amnesty.
Off to one side, two warriors were stuffing Shrag's things into two rucksacks. In went his
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radio, his folding rifle. Howard stepped over and said a few words to them. When they got
through packing, he helped them on with the rucksacks and patted them on the shoulders.
They began jogging down the slope.

"You're serious," Shrag said.
"As serious as two dogs fuckin' in the front of the church on Sunday. Is that serious

enough for you, Shrag?"
"Howard, I need that radio."
The radio was a secret state-of-the-art radio, the size of a videocassette box. Fifty thousand

dollars a copy.
"Don't worry about it.  We can use mine."
"You heard 'em calling you all the time. Been listening in to a lot of things, haven't you?"
"C'mon, Shrag. You hungry? You eat and we'll drink about whatever you're here for.

Whenever you get ready to tell me."
"Where you sending them?"
The two runners' bobbing heads were disappearing from sight behind a ridge. "Oh . . . oh.

Them?"
Howard scrambled up a giant red earth anthill, vacated long ago, and, cupping his hands,

bellowed, "Don't forget. When you ring the doorbell, drop the rucksacks and run like helllll!"
After a few moments, Shrag broke out grinning. "Okay.  Where?"
"The Saigon Pentagon, naturally." MAC-V-SOG headquarters. "You ready to eat? Or do

you want to watch me pass out first. They say baboon meat is gooood around these parts."

"Anything else?"
"They said you were trying to dictate policy to the United States government. And your

misguided actions were extending the war."
Howard's left eyebrow raised. "Misguided, huh?"
He looked down at his plate of roasted baby baboon, rice and wild onions. He'd hardly

touched anything. It interfered with his drinking. He was on stand-down. He had nothing
planned against the enemy at the moment. "You want the rest of this?" He offered the plate to
Shrag, who reached across the fire pit and took it. "You say you never talked to Roger,
right?"

"No. But it had to be Roger's doing,” Shrag said. “Why would they approach me for this
mission? Me? Me of all people." Shrag answered his own question: "Because Roger knew I
was probably the only one—you know, me and a couple of the others—who could find you
and walk away with a whole skin. Someone you'd trust. It's obvious he took a direct hand in
this, this time."

"Yeah. Think you're right," Howard agreed.
Howard's head drooped, but then he snapped awake. What am I doing? The long straw in

his hand impinged upon his consciousness. Oh. He drew in the wine and let it lay on his
tongue. Mellowing out, that's what I'm doing. Gazing at the mountain ranges, one upon the
other, receding into infinity under the setting sun, he thought, “Beautiful, just beautiful.” He
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turned to look into Shrag's eyes searchingly. "Then . . . then why'd Roger send in two teams
of strangers to wax me? I gave them an honorable burial. They didn't know who the real
enemy was. I tried to— Never mind."

Tried to recruit them? Shrag caught the thought. "You could ask Roger yourself if you go
back," he said quickly as he didn't want to hear about the killing of those Americans. Or the
Montagnards with them.

"I couldn't do that. It would be too embarrassing,” Howard said. “Anyway, I know why."
Sometimes you do what you don't want to do, but have to do. How many times had he done
that?  All his life, it seemed.   

Somehow the day had turned into night and Shrag was on the point of passing out.
Between the two of them, they'd made a huge dent in the clay jar of rice wine. Curled up with
one of the  fan girls on the bamboo mat, Shrag started giggling. "Beware of Greeks bearing
gifts, Howard. Could be a Trojan horse flying around up there." Suddenly, a shadowy form
loomed over him, bringing him back to a semblance of coherence. “I'm only kiddin',” he
croaked. Then a blanket floated down over him and he felt a gentle pat on his cheek. “Go to
sleep, bro,” a voice out of his dream said.

Shrag raised up on one wobbly elbow. "Murder this one, murder thas one," he muttered.
"Oh, an' by the way, murder your mothaa. Fuckin' CIA assholes." He lay back down and
buried his head in the girl's back, seeking oblivion.

- - -

"I was never going back, Dick. But Shrag broke me down. I didn't know I was so lonely
until they sent my best friend in. I hadn't had a white face to talk to for years."

"So you went back with Shrag," I said.
"Oh no. That's not the way it works. I took Shrag way off to a clearing and he called in a

CIA helicopter. That was the loneliest day in my life when I saw him get on the chopper and
leave. I was safely back in the woods watching at the time. Later they dropped the amnesty
papers where I told them to. They got what they wanted and I got what I wanted. Then I
wandered around Southeast Asia for a year and finally showed up in Bangkok, Thailand. My
all-time favorite country."

"A year!  I was thinking—"
"Yeah. A year. Shrag took six months to show up for duty after he made his report.

Basically, we made our own hours. You can't pay a man enough money for what we did. We
had to live and enjoy ourselves when we could."

"In the movie when Martin Sheen came up by a river gunboat, Marlon Brando had dead
bodies hanging in the trees in his camp, which was all fog-bound, swampy and dreary. Did
you?" Howard hadn't seen Apocalypse Now yet.

"No. That . . . you . . . you'd have disease everywhere if you did that. One thing you always
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did in the jungle, you kept yourself as clean as possible. Oh . . . I see where they got that. The
baby baboons. Our meat supply."

"Sounds like it."
"You don't need to dramatize drama, Dick."

Why did the CIA give Howard amnesty? Simply because they couldn't catch him. Now
that Howard is dead I can tell you what he told me. "I can't kill Americans, Dick. That would
come back on me. Just say my Montagnards took care of them."

I never could ask Howard about Shrag. What would he have done with him if he had
turned down the amnesty?  Somethings you just cannot ask.

Now, after all these years, I realize that would've been a stupid question. What else is there
in this life except a friend, a real friend. Howard would've never harmed Shrag, not in a
million years.


